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Mod/Smart Single 4in
Premium CCFL Tube - Red

Special Price

$2.95 was

$3.49

Product Images

Short Description

Mod/smart introduces their new cold cathode replacement tubes that are built for modders. The latest
technology combined with true colored tubes guarantees you true color that you require to complete your
color scheme. Rich color isn't the only great attribute of these cold cathode tubes. Durability has been
increased due to two rubber vibration isolation grommets to prevent the glass from breaking.

Description
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Mod/smart introduces their new cold cathode replacement tubes that are built for modders. The latest technology combined with
true colored tubes guarantees you true color that you require to complete your color scheme. Rich color isn't the only great
attribute of these cold cathode tubes. Durability has been increased due to two rubber vibration isolation grommets to prevent the
glass from breaking.

The installation process has been made easier than any light tube on the market. Peel and stick two small clips and snap in the
tube. mod/smart provides double the standard wire length for easier installation and better positioning. This cold cathode tube is
the easiest to install, richest colored and longest lasting ccfl tube ever produced. Replace your old and tired tubes with the latest
and greatest mod/smart cold cathode tube. Can be used with any standard 2pin inverter. **Warning: DO NOT USE CCFL
extensions with this product. Malfunction will occur.**

All cathode wiring is covered in Premium sleeving and heatshrink, colors of your choice.

Features

High brightness
Perfect color representation
Long life span
High reliability
Easy installation
Double the average wire length for easier install and positioning
Only Modding CCFL Tube �Built in the USA�

Specifications

Glass inner tube diameter: 3.0mm
Tube length: 95mm
Tube diameter : 9.525mm
Cable length: 515mm
Brightness: 28,000~30,000 cd/m
Lifetime: 30,000 hours

Includes:

1x Cold Cathode Tube
2x Mounting Clips
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Additional Information

Brand Mod/Smart

SKU CC2-R-4-D

Weight 0.3000

Color Red

Lighting Type Cathode

Length 4"

Special Price $2.95


